LOOK AT LITTLE SISTER
As recorded by Stevie Ray Vaughan & Double Trouble
(From the 1985 Album SOUL TO SOUL)

Words and Music by Hank Ballard

Intro

Moderate Shuffle \( \frac{d}{\text{4}} = 112 \) (\( \frac{d}{\text{4}} \) \( \text{Gtr.1} \)\( \text{Gtr.2} \) Distortion Tuned Down \( \frac{1}{2} \) Step

Hey, hey, hey, hey, hey mama
look at little sis
out in

Hey, hey, hey, hey, hey,

yard shakin' like this

Hey, hey, hey, hey, hey,

look at little sis

Hey, hey, hey, hey, hey

hey

hey, hey,

look at little
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[C] 2nd Verse

What about the neighbors, what they gonna

Stop little sister, gettin' carried away Hey hey

look at little sister hey

hey hey, look at little

B7

A7

E

hey hey, look at little

[D] 3rd Verse

N.C.

Shakin' like a tree, rollin' like a
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That ain't all  Hey  hey  hey,
5th Verse

What about the neighbors, what they gonna say? Stop little sister,

Look at little sister -
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B7

Hey hey hey hey, ooh look
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